Dr. Deutsch of Perimeter Plastic Surgery Recommends Fall for Elective Surgery

Atlanta-based plastic surgeon encourages patients to receive plastic surgery in fall months for best recovery

ATLANTA (PRWEB) October 10, 2019 -- Choosing the right time to go through a medical procedure can be tough, especially when different factors can come into play. Dr. Mark Deutsch of Perimeter Plastic Surgery and his team can help you decide which procedures are right for you, while also recommending the best times to perform them.

According to the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, the fall and winter months are the ideal times to book an appointment at a clinic for a consultation. Common procedures such as breast augmentations or tummy tucks can be lengthy, and the recovery stage can take a few months. The colder months are the best time for recovery and provide ample time for swelling to resolve because people are able to stay indoors, relax and take it easy after surgery. Essentially, it is also smart to plan cosmetic procedures around the holidays as more people have extra off days which brings better chances towards recovery.

Double board-certified specialist, Dr. Mark Deutsch has continuously proven himself as one of the most trusted surgeons in the plastic surgery field for the past 20 years. He is currently featured in Atlanta Magazine’s list of Atlanta “Top Doctors” issue in partnership with Castle Connolly Medical Ltd. for the fourth year in a row. Dr. Deutsch serves a multitude of hospitals, including Northside and Piedmont Healthcare.

With specialized training from MD Anderson Cancer Center and Albert Einstein Montefiore Medical Center, Dr. Deutsch performs procedures for breast cancer reconstruction, head and neck cancer reconstruction, and complex cosmetic cases including breast procedures and the extremely popular “mommy makeover.” During each appointment, he will provide all of the essential facts about any procedure while answering any questions or concerns that you have in mind. Before choosing to undergo any type of procedure, it is important to review all of the benefits and risks prior to coming in for a consultation with Dr. Deutsch. Since the practice strives to excel in patients’ well-beings, this brings successful outcomes on a daily basis.

“Our practice philosophy is to embrace the belief that every patient is entirely unique,” explains Mark Deutsch, MD, FACS, plastic surgeon and medical director of Perimeter Plastic Surgery. “One of our core tenants is spending ample time with patients which is critical to achieving the highest quality of care. This is why we recommend undergoing procedures during the fall and winter months, so patients have plenty of time to have the best recovery possible. We make it a priority to remain highly accessible throughout the course of every aesthetic journey.”

About Perimeter Plastic Surgery:
Perimeter Plastic Surgery is one of the top plastic surgery practices with locations in Atlanta and Fayetteville, Georgia. The team at Perimeter Plastic Surgery is now welcoming patients for any type of consultation. Owner and founder of the practice, Mark Deutsch, MD, FACS, has over 20 years of plastic surgery experience, is double board-certified, and has been named a Top Doctor in Atlanta by Castle Connolly for four years in a row: 2016, 2017, 2018 & 2019. Perimeter Plastic Surgery’s Atlanta office is located in Northside Doctor’s Center on Johnson Ferry Road. For more information about Dr. Deutsch and Perimeter Plastic Surgery, please visit https://perimeterplasticsurgery.com.
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